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in 1990, luc ferrari, aka the immortals, was in a band called lords of acid. that same year, oliver adams, aka robert miles, was making his own techno. in 1991, the two met and formed the immortals. they created a series of techno works, including juke joint jezebel, which they released in 1993. in 1994, they released their first non-electronic album, titled mortal kombat. mortal kombatis a techno album, a lo-fi, cinematic remix of classic heavy metal songs. the songs are heavily influenced by music from the mortal kombat series, and the
album is considered the "official" soundtrack of the game. while the immortals have most of the credit for the soundtracks release, they are not the only artists on the album. every character gets his or her own song, with two tracks each from liu kang, kitana, and johnny cage. they all have a very similar style, with most of the songs being techno, synthpop, or a mellow electronic melody with a slow beat. only johnny cage gets a heavy beat and the worst lyrics of the bunch. the immortals leave the heavy beat out for the main characters,
which is a shame, because the immortals have the best music on the album. the best song, by far, is im from out of space, a cover of an original power metal song. its a re-interpretation of the original, with the immortals putting in techno elements to give it a faster, more aggressive sound. kmfdms mortal kombat has long been considered the worst of the mortal kombat movies, and it's true the music is pretty bad, but the movie is still pretty fun and the music is still pretty good, so this is a decent soundtrack. while it borrows from the

soundtracks of the first two mortal kombat movies, it doesn't really do much with it. so it's not a total dud, but it's definitely not the best. the only way to find out is to go see the movie.
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the fight music to the movie is fantastic. the music is a complex, constantly
shifting, and quite chaotic and original style. with a score so different to

anything seen before it stood out and had the chance to impress. the
composition is so frantic and layered with quick and complex polyrhythms,

and a constant metallic resonance of both digital and analogue instruments.
it stands up as one of the most ambitious soundtracks i have heard. the

soundtrack is a great example of how amazing the film and game
soundtracks could be. the fast paced, almost trance-like beats give a great
feeling of energy, and the orchestral instrumentation is suitably epic. this is
the best mortal kombat soundtrack. it's my favorite of the mortal kombat

games, and the most memorable fight songs. it has a great beat, and a good
amount of replay value. the music is a mix of tribal-like beats, and some

really weird, fast techno-like grooves. it plays through the entire game, and
was a great match for the dark, moody, and violent style of the game. as one
of the best mortal kombat soundtracks, it is quite memorable and sounds so
good. the music is a mixture of techno-esque dance music, and tribal beats.
it's a brilliant soundtrack that was perfect for the game. the music reflects

the style of the game, and at the same time doesn't clash with the film, and
the action in the game. the game's soundtrack is full of some of the coolest
fight music and themes. the way that they blended techno and dance music

with a lot of tribal elements made it a really cool soundtrack. the game's
soundtrack was one of the greatest soundtracks that i have heard, and was

instrumental in selling me on the game. 5ec8ef588b
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